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The deeper to Hell, the fatter the devils are ...

The cauldrons are polished, the torture equipment is sharpened, the chains are greased with love. Everything is ready for a painful
tour to enjoy the Nine Circles of Hell. Where would you like to stay forever?

The goal of your whole life is to curry favor with Lucifer, the Prince of Darkness, to become his right hand, displacing insidious
but beautiful Lilith, as well as Beelzebub, the Prince of Hell, who's as ancient as the world itself, and Asmodeus The

Timekeeper. In order to be appreciated by him, to proudly become part of his Dark Majesty’s inner circle and take a well-
deserved place beside his throne, you need to ensure that your personal Hell - the territory assigned to you - will become the

most profitable Hell in terms of souls and sufferings.

Make it the most painful experience for murderers, unbearable for betrayers and unthinkably cruel for torturers.
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Open all Nine Circles of Hell
Each cauldron produces its own type of resources, at its own speed, depending on its volume. You can buy new cauldrons for

resources, as well as hire guards and devils to guard sinners. When you get enough resources, you can open a new Circle of Hell.

Every sinner has their own cauldron
More and more sinners come to each circle, place them in new cauldrons, according to their transgressions. Sinners arrive

constantly. Make sure that they're getting placed in their cauldrons without a hitch, or you’ll lose the vicious souls, and because
of that the Father of Lies will not give you an extra portion of blood.
The moregrievous the transgression is, the more resources it brings.

Get ready to fight
Things aren't that perfectly painful in Hell. The sinners revolt every now and then trying to escape to the Heaven or to the World

of the Living. Fight them, do not let them escape!

And then He will appriciate you and reward you in ways you haven't even dreamed of.
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Hell Empire: Sinners Flow will be available soon!:
Soon you will fight for the post of the Prince of Darkness right hand! To do so, your control hell area must be the most
successful. So, distribute sinners to the boilers as quickly as possible, otherwise these evil souls will leave you, and the Dark
Lord will not pat you on the back for it. Using resources received from each boiler you can open a new circle of hell!
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist!
Joystick Knights Team.
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